
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHANBAD 

CLASS V 

SCIENCE HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 

 

NAME : _______________________________________ SEC : ____________ ROLL NO. 

_________ 

 

I. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING TERMS:- 

1. Dispersal – 

2. Monocot seeds- 

3. Camouflage – 

4. Skeleton– 

 

II. GIVE REASONS FOR THE FOLLOWING:- 

1. Pollination of seeds is necessary. 

2. Polar Bear have thick fur. 

3. Dispersal is essential. 

 

III. COMPETENCY BASED QUESTIONS:- 

1. Anther : ____________ :: Ovary : Ovules. 

2. Cotton : Air :: Pine : _________. 

3. Fish : gills :: _____________ : Spira less. 

4. ____________ : Ribcage : : Spinal Cord : Backbone. 

IV. DRAW NEATLY A WELL LABELLED DIAGRAM OF THE FOLLOWING:- 

1. Parts of a flower (China Rose) 

2. Pollination  

3. Rib Cage 

4. A plant that reproduces through  

a. Stem,    b. roots,   and   c. leaves. 



 

V. ACTIVITY:- 

1. Grow a rose plant through stem cutting. 

2. Collect different types seeds that get dispersed by air, water, birds or animals and paste it in 

scrap book. Write few lines to support your data. 

 

Note : GIVE THOROUGH READING TO CH- 1, 2 & 4.  

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q1.Solve the given puzzle 
 
 
Q2. Solve the given puzzle: 
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Across 
a. Software designed
purpose are also known as_______
b.This was the first calculator invented 
in the year 1642. 
Down: 
c. It is the example of photo editing 
software 
d. A set of instructions given to a 
computer to make it work.
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a. Software designed for specific 
purpose are also known as_______ 

This was the first calculator invented 
 

c. It is the example of photo editing 

d. A set of instructions given to a 
computer to make it work. 



Q2.Identify the software:
  

 
      
 

1.Write the steps to calculate the area of a square by taking the length 
and breadth of the square as input. Display the resu

               

 
 

 

    
    

 

 
Q2.In a certain code, TRIPPLE IS written as SQHOO
DISPOSE written in that code?
(i)CHRONRD   (ii)DESOPSE
3.Find the mystery number
9 145 8 
4 41 5 
7 ? 8 
 

 

 

 

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Identify the software: 

       

Write the steps to calculate the area of a square by taking the length 
and breadth of the square as input. Display the result as Area.

TRIPPLE IS written as SQHOO
DISPOSE written in that code? 

(ii)DESOPSE  (iii)SDESHGO 
number 

 

 

Step 1  
Step 2  
Step 3  
Step 4  
Step 5  
Step 6  

   

 

Write the steps to calculate the area of a square by taking the length 
t as Area. 

TRIPPLE IS written as SQHOOKD. How is 

 

 

 



 
 
Q3.Fill in the blanks:  
a._____________________ controls the entire computer system including the hardware. 
b. ____________________ is the first software that is loaded into computer’s main memory. 
c.The ___________________ software is designed to perform basic maintenance tasks on a 
computer. 
d.______________ are software created to destroy data and files on a computer. 
e. _____________ occurs when a file a scattered to different parts of the hard disk. 
f.Application Software helps us to carry out a ___________ task. 
g.______________________ utility  software is like cleaning agent of our computer. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Q1.Collect and paste the pictures of early calculating devices and their 
inventors. Label the pictures properly along with the year of invention. 

 
Q2.Draw the tabular chart showing the differences between five 
generations of computer.(Pg 11) 
 
Q3.Draw a hierarchical diagram showing types of software with 
examples. 
Note:Q1,Q2 and Q3 must be done in Computer Workbook 
 

 

 



Delhi Public School, Dhanbad 

English Summer Vacation ( May ) Assignment 

Std V 

Comprehension Passage 

Many years ago, there were many huge forests. Many kinds of plants and animals lived in these forests. 

The leaves and fruits and flowers of the trees were the food of the birds, caterpillars, rabbits and 

butterflies. The forests gave shelter to wild animals like tigers, elephants and rhinos. People came with 

big machines and cut down the trees. The homes of many animals were lost. People are still cutting 

down trees. The forests are disappearing. Let us do something. We can still save our forests. We must 

grow more and more trees around us. 

1. Read the above passage and write whether the following are true or false:- 

a) Many years ago there were very few forests. 

b) Birds, butterflies and rabbits got their food from the trees. 

c) Then there was a huge flood and the trees were destroyed. 

d) People cut down the forests. 

e) Now, the forests are growing. 

2.Find  the opposite of the given words from the passage:- 

a) tiny______________.    b) few ____________ 

c) tame ________________ d) destroy __________ 

3.Circle the one which is not found in the passage 

a) Butterflies, horse, rabbits, tigers. 

b) flowers, leaves, fruits, nuts 

4. Complete the words by adding fl, sm or pl :- 

a) _ _ y.                  b) _ _ ay.          c) _ _ oat 

d) _ _ um.             e) _ _ oke.          d) _ _ ower 

5. Competency Based Questions:- 

Circle the odd one:- 

a)run, jump, hop, clap. 

b)cousin, teacher, boy, parents. 

c)lion, tiger, deer, leopard. 

d) bachelor, king, landlord, princess. 

6. Complete the pattern:- 



a)  A1, B 2, C 3 , G _ 

b) ZX, VT, RP, N _ 

c) AB3, CD7, EF11, GH _ 

7. Complete the poem:- 

There was a _________ in the _______ all night; 

The rain came ________ and fell in _________ ; 

But now the sun is __________ calm and __________ ; 

The ______ are singing in the __________  __________ ; 

Over his own sweet _______ the Stock -dove _________; 

The Jay makes __________ as the Magpie __________ ; 

And all the air is filled with ___________ noises of ______. 

8. Complete your cursive writing till page 35. 

Eat healthy, think positive and enjoy your vacation. 

Take a printout and do the assignment. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

 



Delhi Public School, Dhanbad 

English Summer Vacation ( May )  
Assignment Std V 

Comprehension Passage 

 

Many years ago, there were many huge forests. Many kinds of plants and animals lived in these 
forests. The leaves and fruits and flowers of the trees were the food of the birds, caterpillars, rabbits 
and butterflies. The forests gave shelter to wild animals like tigers, elephants and rhinos. People 
came with big machines and cut down the trees. The homes of many animals were lost. People are 
still cutting down trees. The forests are disappearing. Let us do something. We can still save our 
forests. We must grow more and more trees around us. 
1. Read the above passage and write whether the following are true or false:- 
a) Many years ago there were very few forests. 
b) Birds, butterflies and rabbits got their food from the trees. 
c) Then there was a huge flood and the trees were destroyed. 
d) People cut down the forests. 
e) Now, the forests are growing. 
 

2.Find the opposite of the given words from the passage:- a) tiny______________. b) few 
____________ 

c) tame ________________ d) destroy __________ 

 

 3.Circle the one which is not found in the passage 

a) Butterflies, horse, rabbits, tigers. 
b) flowers, leaves, fruits, nuts 

 

4. Complete the words by adding fl, sm or pl :- a) _ _ y. b) _ _ ay. c) _ _ oat 
d) _ _ um. e) _ _ oke. d) _ _ ower  
 

5. Competency Based Questions:- 
Circle the odd one:- 
a)run, jump, hop, clap. 
b)cousin, teacher, boy, parents. 
c)lion, tiger, deer, leopard. 
d) bachelor, king, landlord, princess. 
 

6. Complete the pattern:- 
a) A1, B 2, C 3 , G _ 

b) ZX, VT, RP, N _ 

c) AB3, CD7, EF11, GH _ 

 

7. Complete the poem:- 
There was a _________ in the _______ all night; 
The rain came ________ and fell in _________ ; 
But now the sun is __________ calm and __________ ; The ______ are singing in the __________ 
__________ ; Over his own sweet _______ the Stock -dove _________; The Jay makes __________ 
as the Magpie __________ ; And all the air is filled with ___________ noises of ______.  
 

8. Complete your cursive writing till page 35. 
Eat healthy, think positive and enjoy your vacation. 



Take a printout and do the assignment.  



DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHANBAD  
MATHS ASSIGNMENT – SUMMER 2023 

 CLASS – V 

 

Q1. Write the following in ascending order: 
a. XC, XCV, XCII, LXXIX, XLIX ________________________________________  
b. XX, LIV, LIX, XCVIII, LXIV ________________________________________ 

 

Q2. Answer the following: 
a. Saurav made 240 runs in a cricket match. Write the runs scored by him in Roman numerals 

b. Vikas is 9 years old. What will be his age after 7 years? Write his age in Roman numerals. 
c. There are 1200 students in school A and 400 students in school B. How many students are there in 
both the schools? Write the answer in Roman Numerals 

d. Ram bought 328 books and Sheela bought 125 books from a shop. Write the total 
number of books purchased by them in Roman Numerals 

 

Q3. Write the smallest number using the following digits only once: 
a. 9,8,3,2,0 and 5 

 

Q4. Write the greatest number using the following digits only once: 
a. 1,7,4,5,8 and 9 

 

Q5. The cost of a microwave oven is Rs. 599. What is the cost of 298 such ovens? 

 

Q6. The product of two numbers is 1123394. If one of the numbers is 893. Find the other 

. 
Q7. Simplify: 40 ÷ 5 +3 x 6 – 2 

 

Q8. Find the average of the first five even numbers. 
 

COMPETENCY-BASED: 
Q9. A jug can hold 2 l 750 ml of water. 25 jugs of water can fill a water tank. Find the capacity of the 
water tank. 
 

Q10. Collect the data of the weights of 10 of your classmates in kg and find the total weight 

. 
(Note**: Assignments are to be done in A4 size paper only.) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHANBAD 

CLASS V 

SCIENCE HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 

 

NAME : _______________________________________ SEC : ____________ ROLL 

NO. _________ 

I. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING TERMS:- 

1. Dispersal – 

2. Monocot seeds- 

3. Camouflage – 

4. Skeleton– 

II. GIVE REASONS FOR THE FOLLOWING:- 

1. Pollination of seeds is necessary. 

2. Polar Bear have thick fur. 

3. Dispersal is essential. 

III. COMPETENCY BASED QUESTIONS:- 

1. Anther : ____________ :: Ovary : Ovules. 

2. Cotton : Air :: Pine : _________. 

3. Fish : gills :: _____________ : Spira less. 

4. ____________ : Ribcage : : Spinal Cord : Backbone. 

IV. DRAW NEATLY A WELL LABELLED DIAGRAM OF THE FOLLOWING:- 

1. Parts of a flower (China Rose) 

2. Pollination  

3. Rib Cage 

4. A plant that reproduces through  

a. Stem,    b. roots,   and   c. leaves. 

V. ACTIVITY:- 

1. Grow a rose plant through stem cutting. 

2. Collect different types seeds that get dispersed by air, water, birds or animals 

and paste it in scrap book. Write few lines to support your data. 

  

Note : GIVE THOROUGH READING TO CH- 1, 2 & 4. 



Std V 

Social Studies  

Summer Vacation Assignment 

Q1 Draw a circle to denote the earth and mark the important 

lines of latitude and longitude on it using wool of two 

different colours and label them.(Hint:Red Colour-for latitudes 

and Black colour for Longitudes) 

Q2 MCQ: 

1. The most important line of latitude:  

a) Arctic circle    b) Antarctic circle    c) Equator  

2.The area between equator and North Pole is termed as  

a) northern hemisphere    b) southern hemisphere   c) globe  

3.Latitudes run from:  

a) east to west    b) north to south    c) west to east  

4.The most important line of longitude whose value is 0 degree is:  

a) Prime Meridian  b) axis    c) equator      

5.The grid helps us in locating the:  

a) the poles     b) places      c) hemispheres  

6.Total number of latitudes are:  

a) 180      b) 181      c) 179 

7.____________ connected to the Mediterranean sea by the________ canal.  

8.__________ ocean is lowest in salinity level in comparison to other 

oceans.  

9.__________ is also known as the "Sea of Atlas". 

10. ___________ is also known as the “Desert of ice”. 
Q3. Competency based questions:  

i.Ring of Fire:__________:: Island Continent: Australia  

ii.North America: Niagara Falls:: South America:________  

iii.Physical features of an area: Topography::Variety of living 

organisms:_________  

iv.Deep hole in the ocean bed: Trench::Amount range under the 

surface of the sea:___________  

Q4Define:a) circumnavigation    b) grid      c) Isthmus  

Q5Map Work: Pg 1 to 11 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 



 



Std V 

Social Studies  

Summer Vacation Assignment 

Q1 Draw a circle to denote the earth and mark the important lines 

of latitude and longitude on it using wool of two different colours 

and label them.(Hint:Red Colour for latitudes and Black colour for 

Longitudes) 

Q2 MCQ: 

1. The most important line of latitude:  

a) Arctic circle    b) Antarctic circle    c) Equator  

2.The area between equator and North Pole is termed as  

a) northern hemisphere    b) southern hemisphere   c) globe  

3.Latitudes run from:  

a) east to west    b) north to south    c) west to east  

4.The most important line of longitude whose value is 0 degree is:  

a) Prime Meridian  b) axis    c) equator      

5.The grid helps us in locating the:  

 a) the poles     b) places      c) hemispheres  

6.Total number of latitudes are:  

a) 180      b) 181      c) 179 

7.____________ connected to the Mediterranean sea by 

the________ canal.  

8.__________ ocean is lowest in salinity level in comparison to other 

oceans.  

9.__________ is also known as the "Sea of Atlas".  

10. ___________ is also known as the “Desert of ice”. 

Q3. Competency based questions:  

i.Ring of Fire:__________:: Island Continent: Australia  

ii.North America: Niagara Falls:: South America:________  

iii.Physical features of an area: Topography:: Variety of living 

organisms:_________  

iv.Deep hole in the ocean bed: Trench:: Amount range under the 

surface of the sea:___________  

Q4Define:a) circumnavigation    b) grid      c) Isthmus  

Q5Map Work: Pg 1 to 11 



 



 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SESSION: 2023 - 24 



 

 



 

BREAK UP SYLLABUS FOR 2023-24 

STD V 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

NAME OF THE BOOK: Explore Our World 

PUBLISHER: Eduline Publishers  
 

MONTH CHAPTER TOPIC 

 

APRIL 

Ch:1 

 

 

Ch:2 

Earth-The Blue Planet 

Activity :1. Making of globe & marking of 
continents and oceans 

                  Longitudes and Latitudes 

Activity: Drawing important lines of Latitudes 
and longitudes on a globe made from ball 

 

MAY 

Ch:3 

 

Ch:4 

                    The Movement of the Earth 

Activity: 1.Changing shadows 

               2.Changing  Seasons and location of 
Sun 

                   Studying the Earth 

 

JUNE 

Ch5 

 

Ch:6 

 

 

 

The layers of the Earth 

Activity:Make a Fan with Earth’s Layers 

                    Weather and Climate 

Activity: Have personal rainfall in a glass 

 

JULY 

Ch:7 

 

Ch:8 

                        The Land of Dense Forest 

Activity: Map work related to location of Forests 

                        The Daring Deserts 

Activity : Marking location of different deserts 
on a Map using sand 

 

AUGUST 

Ch:9 

 

 

Ch:10 

 

The Temperate Grassland 

Activity: On a chart paper stick pictures of flora 
and fauna of Temperate Grassland 

                         The Tundra Region 

Activity: Locate Tundra region on the world map 

 

SEPTEMBER 

 Revision 

Half Yearly Exam 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DHANBAD 

MATHS ASSIGNMENT – SUMMER 2023 

CLASS – V 

Q1. Write the following in ascending order: 

a. XC, XCV, XCII, LXXIX, XLIX  ________________________________________ 

b. XX, LIV, LIX, XCVIII, LXIV     ________________________________________ 

Q2. Answer the following: 

a. Saurav made 240 runs in a cricket match. Write the runs scored by him in Roman 

numerals 

b. Vikas is 9 years old. What will be his age after 7 years? Write his age in Roman 

numerals. 

c. There are 1200 students in school A and 400 students in school B. How many 

students are there in both the schools? Write the answer in Roman Numerals 

d. Ram bought 328 books and Sheela bought 125 books from a shop. Write the total 

number of books purchased by them in Roman Numerals 

Q3. Write the smallest number using the following digits only once: 

a. 9,8,3,2,0 and 5 

Q4. Write the greatest number using the following digits only once: 

a. 1,7,4,5,8 and 9 

Q5. The cost of a microwave oven is Rs. 599. What is the cost of 298 such ovens? 

Q6. The product of two numbers is 1123394. If one of the numbers is 893. Find the other. 

Q7. Simplify: 40 ÷ 5 +3 x 6 - 2  

Q8. Find the average of the first five even numbers. 

COMPETENCY-BASED: 

Q9. A jug can hold 2 l 750 ml of water. 25 jugs of water can fill a water tank. Find the 

capacity of the water tank. 

Q10. Collect the data of the weights of 10 of your classmates in kg and find the total 

weight. 

 

(Note**: Assignments are to be done in A4 size paper only.) 



DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
SUMMER VACATION ASSIGNMENT

SUB -HINDI. CLASS -5
�� 1. �दए गए अशु� श�द� के शु� �प वग� पहेली म � से ढू�ढ़कर �लख �।

�� 2. �र� �ान� क� पू�त � कर �।

एक �दन एक कु�े को ------------ का टुकड़ा �मला ।वह मु�ह म � लेकर---------- क�ओर जा रहा था ता�क वह चनै से

खा सके। घर के रा�ते म �, उसे एक बहत � पानी क� धारा के पार पड़े एक -----------को पार करना था। पार करते �ए, उसने
अपनी परछाई ---------------- जो नीचे के --------- म � प�रल��त हो रही थी। उसने सोचा �क यहा � एकऔर कु�ा है �जसके

पास मांस का ----------------- है उसने उसे भी खाने का मन बना �लया पर�तु जैसे ही उसने भ�कने के �लए अपना मु�ह

खोला -------------- का टुकड़ा पानी म � �गर गया और गायब हो गया।
इस कहानी से �या संदेश �मलता है? �लख �।

�� 3. �वलोम श�द �लख �।

1. मौ�खक x-------------- 2. बंधन x ------------ 3. �व�तार x ---------------

यो�यता पर आधा�रत ��� के उ�र द�।

�� 4. सोचो और �लखो।
नीचे �दए गए �च� (1)और( 2 )म � आठ अतंर ह� उ�ह� ढू�ढ़े और �लख �।

�� 5 प�च ऐसे मुहावरे �लख � �जसम � शरीर के अगं� के नाम आते ह�।
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